The musical tells the story of a tribe of cats called the Jellicles and the night they make what is known as "the Jellicle choice" and decide which cat will ascend to the Heaviside Layer and come back to a new life.
Fairy tale characters stories intertwine as they all search for something different in the woods. After they have all found happiness, they must band together to fight a giant.
The first Broadway revival in nearly 50 years of the musical comedy masterpiece Recounts the backstage and on-stage antics of two feuding romances during an out-of-town tryout for a musical adaptation of The taming of the shrew.
West Side Story
DVD 0056

A musical in which a modern day Romeo and Juliet are involved in New York street gangs. On the harsh streets of the upper west side, two gangs battle for control of the turf. The situation becomes complicated when a gang member falls in love with a rival's sister.
The musical tells the story of two sisters who aspire to be a writer and actress respectively, seeking success from their basement apartment in New York City's Greenwich Village.
Belle et la Bête
DVD 2010

Tells the fable of the kindly beast and the self-sacrificing beauty whose love releases the prince in him. Contains such visual displays as tears that become real diamonds and walls that grow arms to light Beauty’s path through the castle of the Beast.
A disfigured musical genius haunts the catacombs beneath the Paris Opera, waging a reign of terror over its occupants. When he falls fatally in love with Christine, the Phantom devotes himself to creating a new star for the Opera.
Carmen lives only for sensuality and manages to seduce the naïve sergeant Don José with her wiles. His love for Carmen leads him to attack his superior officer, desert his military duties and abandon his childhood sweetheart. He then joins Carmen and her band of smugglers.
It is a celebration of song and dance, an international phenomenon that has swept across the globe like a tidal wave of soaring voices and stomping feet.
Night at the Opera

DVD 11306

A New York scandal, a riot on a ship, and an evening of insanity in a concert hall are some of the problems resulting from Groucho's outrageous business schemes. The goal, to bring Milan's finest opera stars to Manhattan.
Die meng penglai
Dream of butterflies in fairyland
DVD 8833

2007 performances of outstanding Kunqu opera performers.

Chinese with subtitles in Traditional Chinese; synopses also in English
King and I

DVD 0102

An English schoolteacher finds herself at odds with the King when she is the teacher at the royal court in the 1860s.
In 1962 Baltimore there are changes in the air. Plus-sized teen Tracy Turnblad, with big hair and even bigger heart, has only one passion, to dance. Tracy aims to win the heart of teen-dream Link Larkin and stand up for what she believes in.
Peter Pan, a mischievous young boy who refuses to grow up, his companion Tinker Bell, a pixie, and the Darling children soar to mysterious Never Land where childhood lasts forever.